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QUESTION 1

Click the exhibit button A Miami basedmedical center is defining evacuation procedures for severe weather conditions
The center has decided to plan for two types evacuations, major and minor During a minor evacuation; the center
willstaff only a few medical answer line agents to answer critical callsmajor evacuation the answer line will not be staffed
instead of reaching alive agent, callers willreceive a pre-recordedinformation 

Inthe example vector segment, what is represented by the Ein steps 2 and 3? 

A. E is a standard vector code for evacuation 

B. E has been administered as a Feature Access Code 

C. Ehas a vector variable that is changed when an evacuation is required 

D. E is assigned to a VDN that routes calls to an evacuation vector 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Whichtwostatements about scheduling backups with theTimetable feature are true? (Choose two) 

A. Timetable can be used to schedule a LAN backup of the customer\\'s data. 

B. A Timetable should be scheduled to perform a Maintenance backup when the CMS is feast b 

C. A Maintenance Backup Timetable is shipped with the CMS system but itis not scheduled. 

D. Timetable can be used to schedule a LAN backup of the customer\\'s system. 

E. A Timetable can be scheduled using CMS Supervisor or ASCII CMS. 

Correct Answer: BC 
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QUESTION 3

At the Quick Credit call center\\'s new location, all agent telephone sets will be administered with the same button
configuration. 

Which method can the administrator use to quickly create the telephone sets? 

A. Use CMS to perform the bulk administration of telephone sets and buttons. 

B. Use the add station next CM SAT command to program each telephone set and assign buttons 

C. Create a template telephone set and use the duplicate station xxxx CM SAT command 

D. Create a template telephone set and use the qcopy stationxxxxCM SAT command 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

A technician integratesthecustomer\\'snetwork and links the CM reference between CM and CMS is greater than 24
hours. 

Whatcan be done to fix the problem? 

A. Shutdown the CMS to the ak prompt level and adjust the BIOS time. 

B. Run the script /cms/install/autotime to synchronize the Communication Manager\\'s time to the CMS 

C. In. CMS, login as root and use the /cms/datesync command to sync the CMS and CM time. 

D. FromSolarislogin as root and use the date command 

Correct Answer: D 

(# Backup Database name, login name and password BackUpDBName=MVCDRSBACKUP BackUpUName=root
BackUpUPassword= ) 

 

QUESTION 5

A customer just upgraded their CMS to release R16 from release Rt4. The switch is releaseCM4 and is not going to be
upgraded to CM 6untilnextweek 

When the switch is upgraded, what needs to happen before the link will come up using theCM6 protocol? 

A. Only the reporting adjunct in the switch needs to be changed to R16 CMS. 

B. Only the switch release in the CMS needs to be changed to CM6. 

C. Both the reporting adjunct the switch and the switch release in the CMS need to be updated 

D. It is not necessary fareither the reporting adjunct orthe switch release to change. 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

Which Advocate feature allows a customer toprioritizecalls queued to a single stall and deliver a tieredservice level? 

A. Vector queuing priorities 

B. Dynamic Threshold Adjustment 

C. Dynamic Queue Position 

D. Service Objective 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

A customer has 4 ACDs created on the CMS and requests changes on the communication link settings for the ACD 1 

How is this accomplished? 

A. cmssvc turn cms off but leave ids on; cm-save delete AC01; cmsscreate ACD1 with new options. 

B. All changes are made inthe CM using the change cam proc screen 

C. cmssvcturn cms off but leave idson,emssve switch setup; make needed changed to ACD 1 

D. emssve change authorizations; make needed changes to authorization 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

A company is migrating from R14 CMS with 3 ACDs to R16.1 CMS. They are not using ACD2 any more, so they are not
planning to migrate it. Instead they want current ACD3 to be ACD2 on the new system. 

How can they achieve this? 

A. They need to set the ACD they want to migrate, to the ACD spare on the new system on the CMS migration form. 

B. They need to save each ACD to separate tapes and migrate them one by one to the appropriate ACD spaces. 

C. They need to involve Avaya Professional Services, as thiscan not be done with standard migration procedure. 

D. They need to backup only the two ACDs they want to migrate. The migration procedureon the newsystem will place
themautomatically. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 9

A customer has 3 ACDs onCMS. ACD1 is in the Eastern timezone;ACD2is the central time zone, and ACD3 is the
Pacific Time zone. TheMaster clack is in the Central time zone. The users look at a historical daily report for ACD3 and
the total calls are less than the intervaltotals for the sameskill and date. 

Whichstatement describes why they donot match? 

A. The nightly archiverforACD3 failed to run successfully. 

B. The nightly backup was in contention far the nightly archiver forACD3. 

C. The nightly archiver far ACD3 ran before the day ended and only archived part of the day. 

D. The nightly archivers far ACD1 and ACD2 have not completeyet. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

Far a sales campaign, the customer created a new VDN 4000 withthe names "Sales C". when running in Avaya CMS
supervisor, it does notshow the VDN name, only the number. 

Whatmust be done to see the name in the report? 

A. Refer to the system parameter feature in the Communication manager and activate "Send names" in the reporting
adjunct section. 

B. In Avaya CMS Supervisor, refer to the User Permissions andassign read permissions to the user. 

C. In Avaya CMS Supervisor, refer to theDictionaryand assignthe names to the new objects. 

D. On the CMS cmssvc menu, display the authorizations to check if "Global Dictionary" is set. 

Correct Answer: C 

The number or name of the VDN for which the report shows data. The VDN is associated with the ACD call in progress.
If a name has been assigned to the VDN in the Dictionary,the name displays instead of the number. 
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